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**Synopsis**

Intended for veterinarians, this book guides the reader step-by-step through the areas of veterinary dentistry. Written from a clinical perspective, the emphasis is on actually performing the techniques. The book includes various treatment options and solutions to problems one may encounter in performing the procedure. Coverage of each procedure includes general comments, indications, contradictions, objectives, materials, techniques, aftercare and complications. Features include information on veterinary dental equipment, and how to make the best use of such instruments, and a complete listing of veterinary dental suppliers. Numerous drawings illustrate each technique in detail.
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**Customer Reviews**

Steve Holmstrom’s book is an excellent guide for the veterinarian practicing dentistry. I cannot recommend a better practical procedures book. It is small animals only.

Lots of useful info and great pictures. Great and helpful reference for any general practice vets.  
Definite must have. J

Excellent textbook on veterinary dentistry- best that I have found yet. Very complete and gives instruction on everything from simple extractions to repair of oral tumors and fractures. This book is also very user friendly.
I was very excited to obtain this reference! It is easy to understand and organized in a practical way. Great book for a general practitioner!

great text
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